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NOTICE TO ALL MEMBERS
As a result of the merger of the London Bus Preservation Trust
with the London Bus Preservation Trust Ltd on 1st January 2006
all future cheque and postal order payments to the Trust Ltd. are
to be made payable to :LBPT Ltd
(not LBPT)
Norman Davey - Treasurer

FINAL REMINDER FOR VOLUNTEERS
THE OPEN DAY STILL NEEDS YOUR HELP

SUNDAY 2 APRIL 2006
VOLUNTEER FOR 2-3 HOURS AND GET IN FREE
IF YOU HAVE NOT YET CONTACTED ME THEN

DO SO

CONTACT DEBBIE : GIVING ME YOUR NAME, ADDRESS &
CONTACT NUMBER
PHONE: DEBBIE MORRIS 020 8545 3943
WRITE; 48 GROVESIDE CLOSE, CARSHALTON SURREY SM5 2ER
E.MAIL ; plm@enterprises672.

co.uk

Cobham Nostalgia Day - 18 June 2006
Following last June’s successful 1950’s Day at Cobham it has been
decided to have a similar event this year at which it is hoped to get as
many buses, 50 or more years old, as possible, running on free services
radiating from Cobham Bus Museum in Redhill Road. There will also be
a display of older vehicles and entries are invited for both display only
and for participation in the free services. If the best laid plans have
materialised, you should find an entry form enclosed.
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Editorial
Welcome to the 50th edition in the current series of magazine. We have
come a long way in nearly thirty years, from Roneo Banda to four-colour
press and the Internet. The Trust has some a long way, too, and although
a painfully slow process at times, the members and assets are finally
re-united. Also back in the fold are members of the “old” LBPT Ltd who
are now members of the “new” Trust Ltd, welcome aboard. Looking
forward, which is the best way in matters of organisation, a new management structure has been established, with David Kinnear’s Skills Audit
seeking out some new faces to help take the Trust on to bigger and better
things. Progress on this and our move to Brooklands are featured in Peter
Duplock and Roger Stagg’s items in this edition.
Vehicle progress continues, Seb Marshall and Kevin McGowan updating
us on their particular interests, whilst work on RT 2775 and STL 441
continues out of the limelight. If you have any new year’s resolutions
left to use, how about putting in a few hours a month or so at the Museum
to help return your favourite bus to use? Remember, the “Wednesday
Gang” are always ready to welcome some extra help if weekends are not
the best time for you.
Now that the RM-fest is over (nearly, as far as this mag is concerned)
there should be some space for other contributions. Anything is welcome, from how you restored that “basket case” to concours condition,
to an amusing anecdote from your spotting days. It’s all interesting, as
the world is always changing, but much of our hobby is looking back!
In particular, I would welcome any photographs, particularly if accompanied by a few explanatory lines of text. I can make use of prints, negs or
slides, or by e-mail. So, start rooting through those shoe boxes full of old
photos and share some memories with the rest of us. Thanks to those
who have already contributed.
Finally, it is with great sadness that I have to report the passing of Sue
Baxter, Andys’ wife, on 9 February, after a long illness. I am sure that
everyone that knows Andy and his family will join me in sending
condolences and best wishes.
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From the Cab

Peter Duplock

At the time of writing this item for the first issue of the Cobham Magazine for 2006 we are about to send a letter to all members about the
changes to the Trustee team and some of the immediate plans.
The move to Brooklands of course remains a top priority. Anyone that
has been involved in buying and / or selling a house will know the
frustrations inherent in that process and a commercial transaction such as
the one we are undertaking has even more headaches. So, please understand if there are times when it appears that nothing is happening. This
will not be the case but behind the scenes, the process of applications,
tests, site visits, worrying about non-existent ancient remains, car parking needs, lobbying etc, will be going on. The roles undertaken by Roger
Stagg and Tony Lewis are vital if we are to have a successful outcome.
As a charity, we will never have all the funds we need to do all the things
we wish to do, Finding other ways to supplement our income is something that we have to review constantly. With this in mind, I’m particularly pleased that Stewart Lilley has agreed to take on the role of Fund
Raising Officer. His considerable business experience and enthusiasm
will, I’m sure, bring in much needed extra funds.
Michael Wickham is a long term Trust member and his role of developing further the commercial side of our activities is a big challenge. To
build upon the success already achieved by Alvin with the Shop and
Graham Smith in spreading the word will not be easy, but Michael has
already started work in earnest.
I’m also thankful that we have Bernard and Norman taking on the role of
looking after the funds. Budgeting in our world of uncertain income is
not easy and some of the restoration and maintenance work is very
expensive. Trying to ensure funds are there at the right time will be a
difficult balancing act. There will be times when there are unexpected
financial demands placed upon us associated with the Brooklands move.
Hidden behind the scenes is Simon and his team organising the events –
the Open Day doesn’t just happen and we owe them a great deal for the
apparently seamless work that goes on to deliver our main fund raising
event.
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For most members Cobham revolves around the Buses and Richard
Hussey has an exacting role in ensuring that not only are projects (like
the NS) delivered on time and within budget but also we keep the
existing vehicles on the road. Part of Richards’s role is to review the
acquisitions and disposals policy because although it may be tempting to
grab every potential exhibit we are offered, the pressure to keep the
exhibits we have well maintained is a priority. We are also fortunate here
in having the experience of Ian Barrett looking after the PCV licence
holder requirements.
Keeping the rest of us in check in many respects is John Bedford as
company secretary, and Eric Stobart as a highly experienced non executive Trustee .
David Kinnear has played a major part in steering the Trust to a new
chapter and despite many family concerns has helped us all to focus on
the real challenges. David’s role in seeking out new people via the skills
audit has already paid dividends.
The reason for recognising all of these people (and apologies to the many
other members I have omitted this time) is that without them we would
not have a real chance of keeping Cobham at the forefront of bus
preservation in the UK.
As a team, we are committed to giving all members as much information
as possible. The web site (www.lbpt.org) is a convenient immediate
means of doing this but we will issue special notifications / letters to
members if the importance of the message justifies the cost.
Equally, without the work of Dave Jones, this message would not be
delivered. So to end, another call to arms – please contact myself or any
of the Trustees (particularly David Kinnear) if you feel able to become
more closely involved, It is great fun and there is a certain smell derived
from a concoction of diesel fumes, decaying leather, and oil that make
Redhill Road, Surrey an unforgettable experience.
Peter Duplock
Chairman – The London Bus Preservation Trust Limited.
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Cobham to Brooklands – an Update

Roger Stagg

At this time of writing (mid January) I wish I were in a position to be able to
report something more concrete on the current situation.
Most members will know that our application for the new building at Brooklands was delayed whilst the Local Authority ensured that they had given us a
full list of everything that they would require for the application so as permit it
a free passage through planning. With this undertaken, the application was
submitted, registered and was due to go before the committee on the 30th
January. On the 23rd December the planners sent us a letter registering an
objection from Surrey County Council Archaeology Department requiring us to
undertake an Archaeological desktop study on the Brooklands site, as it was felt
that at sometime an iron-age settlement might have existed in this position. The
requirement was that the Archaeological study could only be undertaken by a
firm of Registered Archaeologists and the full study needed to be submitted at
least three weeks before the 30th January, i.e. the 9th January. Bearing in mind
that most people has ceased work by the 23rd December the chances of getting
4 weeks work undertaken between the 3rd January and the 9th including 2 days
of a weekend is somewhat difficult to achieve. We therefore agreed to withdraw
our application and re-submit it with the archaeological study as soon as it is
completed. This is likely to occur around the end of January and all being well
our application will go before the February or March planning committee.
We have no control over the application being made by Huf Haus in respect of
our premises in Redhill Road, but despite the support given in writing by the
Chief Planner, their application has received a frosty reception and involves
them undertaking a lot of detailed work to show the “very special reasons” that
an application to build a non leisure development in a Green Belt site should be
granted. This is certainly not an impossibility to take forward, but it does require
the use of the specialist in this subject, which I am pleased to note that Huf Haus
have now taken on board. Because of this and to avoid rejection they also
withdrew their application, but we are expecting that this will be re-submitted
by the end of January or early February.
Please don’t take this as meaning all doom and gloom; the Directors have other
irons in the fire. As anybody who has made a planning application will be more
than aware, it is rarely a straightforward process and all too frequently encumbered by delays. By the time of the next issue, bureaucracy willing, we sincerely
hope to be able to provide you with more positive news.
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Open Day 02.04.06, from the Sub-committee
On the 28th February we will have our last meeting in the annual cycle
for Open Day and we have tried to listen to the feedback from last year
as we get used to the vast open plains of Wisley. Rod Lucas has kindly
taken on the Site Control brief at Cobham and other members of the Sub
Committee will assist him on the day as other duties allow. At Wisley we
have tried to re-organise the lay out such that there are loo facilities and
a food outlet by the Stalls area, and more food outlets and loos by the
Static Display on the higher level area and yes we have ordered a Sentinel
Loo for the bus crews and we hope it arrives this year! As always we ask
all members to act responsibly on the day, to assist and not hinder the
hard working volunteers, to do all we can to make the event a really good
PR exercise for Cobham and all it does and yes it may well be the last
Cobham/Wisley Open Day(and the first one for the London Bus Preservation Trust Ltd) with 1/04/07 being the first Brooklands/Wisley event.
If I was a betting man..................?! Let's see! All we need now is good
weather and goodwill! Have a great and enjoyable day.
Simon Douglas Lane, Chairman, Open Day Sub Committee

2006 Dates for your Diary
Sunday 12 March

Members Day at Cobham

Sunday 2 April

The Open Day

Sunday 18 June

"Nostalgia Day"

Bank Holiday Monday 28 August
"Routemaster Day"
Sunday 29 October

"Pre-Hibernation Day"
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Membership Report

Steve Hook

This has been quite a busy period, mainly because of a lot of correspondence in connection with standing orders. As each renewal period comes up, all members who pay their subs. by standing order
will be asked to complete a new form. This is partly to do with the
increase in the subs. but is also brought about by changes in the organisation, which has meant a totally new form.
I am sorry about this, and it would help tremendously if everybody
could send back their form speedily and correctly completed.
It gives me great pleasure to offer a warm welcome to the following new members:
1183 Jeremy Hill
1184 John O'Neill
1185 William Spragg
1186 Christopher Pitcher
1187 Grahame Bisset
1188 Michael Cleary
1189 John Morgan
1190F Trevor Mudd
1191 Paul Mayes
1192 Dennis Beckett
1193
1194
1195
1196
1197
1198

B G Mills
Julian Fentum
Andrew McPartlin
R M McPhail
Brian Reynolds
Alan Cross

Framlingham
Bexleyheath
Thatcham
Bromley
East Grinstead
London NW9
Stevenage
Addlestone RML2315
Wood Green
London SE9 Eastbourne Regent
AHC442 (part owner)
Maidstone
Hassocks
Northampton
E Acton
Bickley
Standish, Wigan
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NS 174 and other stuff!!

Seb Marshall

So, here we are again magazine progress report time, boy this seems to
come around fast and as before I’m rushing to do this at the last minute!!
So I’ll cut to the chase and as regular visitors to the museum will know I’ve
been drawn away from the NS a few more times of late.
Firstly G351…
While moving vehicles around in the yard one day, the horrendous jangling
of her clutch was irritating me so much I just had to investigate further.
After running her up the ramp I discovered that the clutch was out of
adjustment and the clutch shaft was not bolted up properly, it was in fact
flapping around when the clutch pedal was being operated. (Not good!) On
carrying out the job, it was discovered that half of the prop shaft bolts,
(which are nylocks!) were found to be loose. Myself and Richard Hussey
have rectified these problems and if you hear her running you can now no
longer hear the clutch rattle.
I would like to say this is the end of the story but alas this is not the case
because unfortunately the clutch is slipping so this will need to be attended
to. It does not stop here as she also has a flat O.S. rear tyre and a diff gland
leak. (All three of these problems she had BEFORE going to Brighton last
year!!)
Paul Morris, with the help of Simon Kriesler then carried out her preM.O.T. check and found numerous other problems! I will let him fill you in
on his findings!
Personally I’m rather upset by what has been found on a vehicle that is
supposed to be fully restored and has spent less than a year and under a 500
miles on the road! I’ll leave this one up to you?
And so moving on, T31…
This is a long-standing job that has been ignored ever since the gearbox was
changed over ten years ago!
Again a clutch problem and again out of adjustment!
So with the aid of Mr. Hussey we ran her up the ramp and got down to it. I
suspect the reason it has been left so long is the fact that unlike the Guy the
gearbox has to be dropped out to carry out the necessary works.
Anyway worn parts were replaced, the gearbox was given an oil change and
everything was cleaned up. Everything is now as it should be, the clutch
tapping and tendency to drag in gears have been sorted.
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I’d also like to acknowledge help from Tony Lewis courtesy of some very
quick riveting and AA Graham.
Unfortunately both the front and rear gearbox oil seals are leaking, these are
just about livable but, there is a rather rapid flow of oil running from the
engine from a destination unknown at present and a slightly nasty tapping
sound as well.
All things that will need looking at in the not to distant future…..
AH-AH the return of D142….
So as you will recall from my last report I informed you all that the Dennis
was now off the road because of problems with her rear end.
Well now to some good news!! By the time you read this all things being
equal she should finally be back on the road.
Due to the extent of the damage and excessive wear in various parts I
suggested to the committee that it would be advisable and defiantly cheaper
if we were able to find the remains of another chassis to provide the required
parts.
Remarkably within about a week of putting feelers out, a number of people
(including Roger Stagg!) pointed me in the direction of just such a chassis.
The remains of this old Dennis fire engine were well known to enthusiasts
and the many failed attempts to purchase it! Undeterred I sped down to see
it and was delighted to discover it was in wonderful condition and better still
would provide the essentials for our own vehicle.
What followed was approx seven months of relentless negotiations to see if
we could acquire it. Then while buried in the stores with Richard while
working on T31’s gearbox the call finally came and four days later the
chassis arrived at the museum!!
Now before anyone might have call to say “ahhh there goes Cobham
scraping another vehicle!” I wish to point out that this was a relatively
complete fire engine when the previous owners acquired it. During their
ownership it lost its escape ladder and bodywork and they gassed out the
original petrol engine and scrapped it because it would be cheaper to run if
it had a diesel engine?!!!!*$$£$!! And this all happened within the last
fifteen years!
This is unfortunately one of those cases when it is worth more as spares than
trying to restore, but that is my opinion.
I will let you all know the final outcome in my next report but at present the
chassis has provided us with a very good diff, shackles and pins, torque tube
and rear wheel bearings. (The last item can still be bought off the shelf. The
price is the same as what we paid for the whole chassis!)
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And so finally to the point of the story NS 174….
Well again I have found time to tinker on the NS and move the project
forward.
I spent approx. 7 days fitting all the correct nuts and bolts. This has involved
making over a hundred nuts of the castle type and drilling bolts to take split
pins. A rather long and painful process but rewarding in the end. (It’s these
little things that make the difference!)
The new fabric drive couplings which we’ve had made have arrived and
been trial fitted, a very good job indeed.
A correct magneto vernier drive coupling has been acquired along with a
very nice working magneto!!
A decent set of front wheel bearings has been discovered on one of the
axles, stripped, cleaned and now ready for assembly.
Now I have to confess mistakes do slip into these reports as I tend to do
them at the last minute and late at night. But last month one did appear
courtesy of a typing error on my part. I led you all to believe the cylinder
barrel bores were in fact usable, this was unfortunately not the case and they
were sent away for a re-bore.
One of the barrels also had a small crack in the water jacket, which I’ve
metal-stitched.
The valve guides have been fitted and the valve seats re-cut.
I have made all the aluminium water jacket cover plates and the brass
screws that attach them.
Richard Hussey then kindly went up to Leeds to collect our new re-solid
tyred wheels.
I can tell you that a fantastic job has been done on these and they’re a real
motivator for moving this restoration forward.
I’m sure there are a couple of other things but at present I can’t remember…
Anyway just to let you all know that for open day you shall be able to get
up close and personnel with the progress as I’ve arranged public access and
a small display on the NS, plus a rather LARGE collection box for donations!!! I shall also be on hand to answer questions etc. on the day.
Side stepping slightly a number of people have asked for my help on their
own vehicles. I am more than happy to help but I’d like to remind you that
apart from the museum, I do this professionally.
If you wish to contact me you may do so on:
Tel: 07950 272125 or via e-mail at: freewheeler_uk@hotmail.com
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Again side stepping if anyone is interested, I know the whereabouts of a
very original (poss. unique) 1930’s half-cab Maudsley coach for sale. It is a
runner but will need attention both mechanically and bodily. If interested
please contact me on either of the above contacts.
The pleading for money bit…
Thanks again to everyone out there who has and do keep kindly donating to
the NS. (especially the Xmas Lunch!) The more we pool together on this
one the quicker it will get down! So if you can manage it donate a fiver!!
You may think what difference can that make, but when you multiply that
by 700 members that’s £3500.
When you say it like that it can make a huge difference to a project and hey
what’s
a fiver out of your pocket let’s say every six months? Let’s be honest we all
spend roughly that amount if not double every month on magazines?
So go on give a little to your hobby and get a real sense of pleasure and
achievement out of helping to restore this grand old lady to her former self!!
Of course you can always give more if you wish… we can accommodate
every pocket size!!
I hope you all had a good Festive period and I look forward to seeing you
all through out the year.
Cheers
Seb Marshall

Another Date for Your (next year’s) Diary
With this issue you should find an entry form for

Centred on Potters Bar, this event will commemorate the
diamond jubilee of the entry to service of RTs 402 & 152.
Free bus services and displays are being planned, along
with space for sales stands.
You’ve plenty of warning for this one, so, get that bus
finished!
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Through the Park

by Brian Bunker

I was living in Tudor Drive, Kingston, from 1939 to 1960, three-bedroom,
detached house purchased brand new for £795. There were no buses, so you
had either to turn right at the house gate and go up to the 602, 603 trolleys,
Diddlers, later Q1s, or go left down to the 65, V STL (petrol) ST, K ST at the
end of the war. The 71 arrived in 1950 with STLs from K.
There were certainly no scheduled buses, though K’s buses, ex servicing, were
often tried out down the straight road. But in 1948, there was a short period of
lines of them, due to the Olympic Games. An old army camp in Richmond Park
near the Kingston Gate was used to accommodate athletes. Wouldn’t they yell
now at those conditions!! Every morning and evening a line of laden buses
went down Tudor Drive on their first stage to Wembley; largely CRs from F
(looking on their last legs), LTCs from AF, plus an occasional RT2, and
sometimes an odd 1T1 from K. Does anybody know if they actually entered
Richmond Park by Kingston Gate or loaded up outside.
We spent much of the wartime years playing on Ham Common, where craters
left behind by German bombs were a blight. We used to run past Latchmere
House as it was rumoured to be haunted, actually in wartime it was occupied by
Italian POWs. On Ham Common I learned to ride a bike and was given one
made up from spare parts, as new bikes were unobtainable. Richmond Park was
closed during the war, as decoy fires were lit there to attract German bombers;
the views of the deer are not known! After the war, it reopened. What do you
do when you
are pushing
through
head-high
bracken and
LT 685 works
duty 1 from
Nunhead
(AH) garage
one day in
April 1949. It
is a disappearing
breed.
Alan Cross
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Green RT 2249
operated from
Mortlake (M) on
the 37. It must
have been a Sunday, as that was
M’s only contribution. A few months
later RT2249
wuold be found
“back home” at
Northfleet (NF).
Alan Cross
an enormous stag with massive antlers stands in front of you? Run? I froze and
he shambled off.
One of the favourite rides Ian and I did was through Ham Common then into
the park by Ham Gate and then, by largely pedestrian/cycle roads, to Sheen
Gate. From there it was a short distance to the Black Horse on the Upper
Richmond Road.
What we knew nothing about was Richmond Park’s only bus route, 207 Barnes,
Red Lion, to Richmond Golf Course, probably the shortest route in the Central
Area. It was operated by M (Mortlake) and had had Gs (single deck class) and
DAs, till 1936, when two brand new cubs arrived, 80 and 82. I don’t know if
Nunhead (AH)
now has RTs
on the 37,
Weymann bodied RT 2163
had been delivered with
the John Bull
advertisements
already
painted directly on to
the bus.
Alan Cross
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Mortlake (M)
operated LT
257, as they
had for many
years. 750768 were oil
engined from
new.
Who remembers the Aerated Bread
Company?
Alan Cross
the 207 had “dedicated” drivers, if not, through Aldwych on a double deck LT
and the next day a cub; what a contrast. The 207 was withdrawn shortly after
the war started, there is some doubt about the exact date, but I say you can’t run
a route without buses, so the transfer of 80 and 82 to K is important. These were
the first cubs at K, up to then they’d been loyal to DAs, which were replaced in
late ’39 by CRs.
The attraction of the Black Horse was that 73s turned short there and 33s went
by. If you went there early in 1949, then the 73 would be LTs from AR and M,
with quite a few STs; the 33 also had STs from M and AV and the 37s, RTLs
from AF and LTs from AH. By autumn everything was transformed. The 37
Brand new ParkRoyal bodied
RTL 340 is turning short at
Hammersmith.
When it next
comes south
from Stoke Newington, perhaps
it would be going
to “East Sheen,
Black Horse”.
Alan Cross
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ST419, also on
No 1, from
Hounslow (AV)
garage, on the
33. AV had
nothing but Sts,
but by 1949
many of its
routes had gone
over to RT. The
33 was to follow
soon.
Alan Cross
first got RTs from AH and we were amazed when we saw 1429 pass by, looking
odd. We’d seen our first red Craven RT, but we didn’t know that. AH also
received Saunders, noted as still having roofboxes unlike the few Park Royals
and many Waymanns.
The 73 was next, RTs from M, all varieties, and Park Royal RTLs from AR. It
was obvious as we underlined merrily that there was another garage getting
RTLs and the two garages alternated. We soon found out as we saw 299 brand
new on the 9 from BK. Actually it was AP that was AR’s partner, 299 was on
loan but we couldn’t check the cab code. It was late summer before M and AV
also got RTs. In about 6 months everything had been transferred, only AF’s
RT2s kept on as before.
At the Black Horse, we sometimes found a friendly bus crew and one driver, to
the question “has AR got any LTs left?” answered “very few, the 41’s got new
RTWs, the first, only 67 still retains STs, no doubt they’ll go soon.” They did,
but were replaced by STLs.
“Did you know the last TDs are being delivered to replace LT single deckers on
the 236?” We didn’t, we knew that K had TD 66, 70-80, 90,91,93-96, 98,99
and that HW had mostly TDs in the 50s and 60s for the 211 and that they had
recently taken delivery of 103and 124, but where were the rest?
I know a bit about AR as my grandfather lived in Tottenham and we drove up
on a Sunday about once a month to visit him. Why didn’t I ask him about his
four elder brothers? To avoid boredom I went round the corner to Tottenham
garage, where always the night Guy for the 290 was outside. On one of these
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journeys I saw on the 73, RTL 551, way ahead of the 300s. But the bigger
sensation was brand new green RTs from M; the whole batch of 2244-2270 had
been delivered to M and X, and X loaned two at least on one occasion to F.
They didn’t stay long, as new red RTs replaced them and I later saw 2244-2246
in Kingston from LH.
Sometimes we’d cross the Upper Richmond Road and go down to Mortlake
Station and then go via the railway lines to Mortlake Garage, the terminus of the
9. That route had gone over to roofbox RTs in 1948, having previously been
LTs from M and STL from D. But on Sunday there were no D duties and few
M’s and BK came on with LTs; this was for the long extension from Liverpool
Street Station to Becontree Heath. In the spring of 49 BK started to get RTLs
and we knew in this case its partner was R, first they were operated on the 72.
Often a garage did not put their new buses on the busiest route, the 11 was still
LT from R and STL from D.
Just for interest, the answer to the TD gaps: 67-69 to HD for 221, 81-89 to MH
for 251, 92, 100-102, 104-108 to EW for the 240A; 97, 110-119 to T for the 236
and 109, 120-123, 125-131 to AR as the driver had said. A garage always got
an odd TD early for familiarity purposes.

Bringing the News to You

Dave Jones

It would seem that a natural result of setting up a club or society is a need to
keep members informed of what is going on, and so it has been with Cobham
for many years. Having reached this, the fiftieth edition of the current incarnation of the magazine, it would be appropriate to take a look back at what has
gone before.
My earliest Cobham Newsletter dates from December 1979, a couple of years
after I joined, and was written by none other than Leon Daniels. The format was
half a dozen pages of duplicated foolscap paper (an early kind of photocopying
for the youngsters among us!) Among the special sales offers at the time was a
box of 50 24v interior light bulbs for £7.50. Moving swiftly on to April 1982
was a tenth anniversary edition, by now with a printed front page with photographs, with the rest of the publication duplicated as before. One item, which
would bring on apoplexy among the faint hearted, was a suggestion that the
group’s liabilities for owned vehicles be reduced and the following buses were
listed for sale: TD95; RF226; RT2775; RW2 and 702B, the canteen. In the
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event RF 226 was the
first immediate departure, with RW2 following some years later.
Move the hands of time
a bit further to June
1985, when Colin
Wickens, owner of
STL2692, took on the
mantle of editor, having
volunteered at the previous AGM. Bill Cottrell was Chairman at
the time and reported
that inviting a horse bus
to that year’s open day may not have been such a good idea as the horse box
was left in a really clever place and traffic moved at a horse’s pace all day.
Chaos all round! For Spring 1986, Geoff Singer (RT 1173) and I teamed up to
produce our first edition, in which we announced that the Group was to become
a charity. We headstrong youngsters brought a lively, humorous, irreverent,
approach to the newsletter, which was ultimately our downfall as we rather
upset one prominent member and most of the committee too. Our card-covered
mag, with photos back and front brought in the current A5 format, as well as
offering useful freebies such as bus rally planners and calendars. At the time,
it was distributed to about 130 members. When our tenure ended, then Chairman, David Hurley took over, keeping the size, and kept members up to date
until 1991. My collection has a gap then until the first issue of the current series.
This “Issue 1” was dated June 1993 and new member, Mike Nash, was brought
in by new Chairman, Peter Plummer, to front a new magazine (the brooms at
Cobham remained old, however!) The mag had 30 pages, with black and white
photos on the cover and inside. Distribution was to less than a hundred
members and reports covered our open day at Apps Court, progress on conversion of the London Bus Preservation Group Ltd to a charity so that the assets
could be reunited with the members, and introduced a “get to know your
committee members” section, starting with Ian Barrett. Ten issues later, Mike
was still at the helm, his acerbic wit and incisive writing adding an up-beat
mood to the magazine. Dated Autumn 1995, that issue ran to 55 pages and was
distributed to 329 members. Reports covered further progress on asset reuniting
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and the successful campaign to keep Redhill Road closed as a through route.
Yes, it has been closed for over ten years now.
I had intended to peek at every tenth issue, but I was so awash with nostalgia
that Issue 17 could not go un-noted. Dated summer 1997, the mag, like all that
year, carried our special logo celebrating 25 years of Cobham Bus Museum.
We had 475 members and it was announced that the closure of Redhill Road
would be permanent. Our first AQ type shelter arrived, courtesy of yours truly!
Issue 20, of Spring 1998, ran to 58 pages and 503 members enjoyed Mike’s last
edition. He and Bill Cottrell sort of swapped roles, as Bill replaced Mike as
editor, whilst Mike became treasurer. JB reported hat the museums’ application for registered status had been approved late in 1997, helping towards the
successful application for a substantial Prism Fund grant for the restoration of
STL 2377. Work to create the shop area began and the RT chassis arrived.
Autumn of the Millennium year saw Bill still in charge and producing a bumper
69-page edition, which went to 601 members. Our web site was up and running
and reports on the “Rear-engine Day” and Woking events were carried. By
Spring of 2003, Bill had reached issue 40, which highlighted the return of T357
from France in two very entertaining
versions, covered our 30th Open Day,
held at Brooklands for the last time, (or
not!) as it transpired. RT113 celebrated
40 years in preservation and Graham
Ruddock donated LT1059 to the Trust.
Sadly Bill left us two years ago and
Keith Rose took up the challenge for a
year, introducing full colour to the magazine. And then it was now – as one of
my favourite childhood book characters
used to say – ( I think it was Jennings,
but I’m getting old and my memory is
not what is was!)
During my delve through the bookshelves, it has become apparent that the
magazine has been a good reflection of
the positive changes that Cobham has
undergone. I hope that both trends will
continue as we move into a new era for
the Trust.
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M6 Restoration - Progress Report

Kevin McGowan

After its brief moment of glory at the 2005 open day, M6 drifted back into
obscurity. Perhaps this was because the bus is considered "too new" by many of
the Trust's older volunteers. Built 28 years ago, in 1978, it is certainly old
enough for my taste. Despite not being designed specifically for London
service, the type sports many traditional LT features and makes a significant
contribution to London bus history. As previously reported, the exterior has
been restored to a high standard, with much repaneling, new rubber window
seals, and many original features re-instated. However, the interior was a
different story, as it was in the same careworn condition as when acquired by
the museum. Due to budget constraints, it was decided that the interior would
merely be treated to a thorough cleaning, and removal of certain modern
additions such as the green powder coated handrails, and 1990's signage - In
other words, "de-DiPTAC-ing". For those who don't know, DiPTAC stands for
Disabled Persons Transport Advisory Commitee, the people who, back in the
80's, decided that visually impaired passengers could pick out the colour green
Kevin pauses to offer a friendly greeting to the camera! He isn’t actually
drawing on the floor.
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more easily, hence the green rails. However judging from the plethora of
colours in use today, that idea appears to have gone out of fashion, It turned out
that the green stuff was easily removed with paint stripper, and the stainless
steel handrails were then polished to as new condition. This transformed the
interior, giving it a much more traditional PSV ambience. The non-original
driver's assault screen had already been discarded, and the next job was to
remove another sign of modern society's declining standards, the video cameras. The bus was fitted with three of these. Two downstairs and one up, all of
which proved to be dummies. The resulting holes were patched with fibreglass,
and the whole panel repainted. Except that is, for the upper deck, where the hole
was temporarily plated over, as we await a new Formica panel, sans hole. From
this point on, most of the team's efforts were concentrated on the top deck. All
of the seat frames were removed and repainted by the Wednesday Crew consisting of Alan Heasman, John Rawlings and Philip Cruise, who then
thoroughly cleaned the ceiling and side panels. It was discovered that the
Formica like material used on the sides is impervious to paint stripper, which
considerably eased the removal of the patches of brown paint, previously used
to hide the work of the graffiti vandals. The sides and ceiling polished up almost
The site of the “new” nearside seat, before removal work started
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like new. This
was much quicker, easier, and
cheaper than replacing Rexine,
and sanding and
repainting ceilings, as would be
required with previous generations
of buses. It was
hoped that the
Treadmaster
flooring would
benefit from just
cleaning, but on
With the seat box removed, the AFC base was still in place. closer inspection, this proved
to be in too poor condition to retain. Water ingress over the years had caused it
to degrade and lift along the coving panels. Cobham member Paul Brophy,
kindly donated enough material to re-floor the top deck, so the old stuff was
chiseled up from the plywood deck. A tedious job, but one soon accomplished
with the enthusiastic efforts of the trusty Wednesday gang. With the floor
re-laid, the only outstanding job upstairs is the replacement of the seats, then the
team will devote its full attention to the lower deck. M6 is one of the few
Metrobuses to have been fitted with an Automatic Fare Collection machine,
located over the front nearside wheelarch, although it was never used in service.
The original equipment has long since been removed, but thanks to the foresight
of Dave " never throw anything away" Kriesler, the Trust had one of these rare
devices in stock. So, we decided that this feature would eventually be reinstated. At first, this was given a low priority, but Paul Morris and I were
itching to find out what lay beneath the large fibreglass seatbox that had
replaced the original machine. An exploratory hole showed the mounting plinth
was still present; so we decided to remove the seatbox, which revealed an intact
base complete with electrical cable, ready to plug straight into the machine. At
the time of writing, the AFC machine is temporarily in situ, but soon it will be
removed for re-painting and then re- fitted permanently. Hopefully, with the
expertise of Dave Kriesler, it will be eventually returned to working order. M6's
restoration is on schedule, and the bus is expected to make its début on the 2006
HCVC London to Brighton run in May.
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The Last, Last Day

Phill Cruise

When it all started with the demise of Routemasters on the 15 route, the end
seemed a long way off. Like the tramway and trolleybus conversions the
inevitable happened sooner than expected and on the 9th December 2005 the last
‘real’ Routemasters ended a tradition that started in 1829. The last bus with the
driver and propulsion unit at the front having an open rear platform and a
conductor entered Telford Avenue Depot, or Brixton Bus Garage as it is now,
for the last time.
The day started for me at about 10.30 when I met fellow Cobham member John
Rawlins at Piccadilly Circus and we made plans to make our last journey on a
Routemaster on the 159. We decided to take a bus to Marble Arch and assess
the situation relating to the number of people who had turned out for the ‘last
day’. At the Marble Arch end of Oxford Street the crowds on the stop were quite
large with barriers and community support police to keep everyone in order.
The day had evolved from a misty start into a crisp, bright winter one and plenty
of members of the general public had joined the ‘enthusiasts’ to give the by now
shabby but still healthy Routemasters a good send off. John and I decided to
forgo the risky chance of getting on one of the ‘last’ and instead decided to get
on the first RML to turn up that was going to Streatham Station, or Bus Garage
as we remember it. Simon, the third member of our party, arrived in the nick of
time to join us on an RML. As we
piled on everyone else dived upstairs,
but we opted for a front downstairs
seat. The conductor was telling everyone that this was the last one to
Streatham. This was partly true as it
was this bus’s last trip. The comment
prompted John to put on his 1952
London tram conductor’s voice and
quote.. ‘on the last day we called
them all the last car..’. Congratulating ourselves on getting a prime position, we settled down for the long trip
to Streatham. Along Oxford Street
21 years ago, on 6 February 1975,
RM 1215 of Camberwell Garage (Q)
passes St Matthews Church, Brixton
- Dave Jones
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Ten years and
sixteen days
later, RM 837
heads along
Whitehall for
Thornton
Heath Dave Jones

and Regent Street for the last time savouring the historical significance of the
journey as plenty of RMLs and ‘Dartmasters’ passed us in the opposite direction. At the top of Whitehall we saw RM 2217, which was going to be the last
one. Well the number was the last RM, the next one was an RCL! Someone it
seems, had a sense of history. This sighting prompted the question of where we
would see the last northbound crew 159 and we all made a guess. Riding down
Whitehall, the mist still hung over the trees
and buildings, much as it used to on Remembrance Sundays of years
ago, and this seemed so appropriate as another British icon was about to go
forever. Over Westminster Bridge for the last time and thoughts turned to
pictures of trams at that location during last tram week. The eyesore that is the
traffic junction near the Eurostar part of Waterloo Station was traversed and we
sped down past the Imperial War Museum to Kennington, where I was the
winner of the previously mentioned competition, when we saw the last northbound RM and the first ‘box’. The busy centre of Brixton, with the railway
bridges at two levels and the market doing its usual brisk trade, slowed us down.
The one way ‘roundabout’ at the bottom of Brixton Hill encompasses part of
Effra Road and we looked in the still misty distance for the site of the old ticket
works. Was Mr Gibson the superintendent there? Answers please to the next
magazine. The long climb up Brixton Hill taxed the RML a little and I half
expected to see the ghost of a Feltham gliding towards us in the mist.
There were no Felthams but at the top of the hill sits a little piece of history,
Brixton Hill Tram Depot, which I think sits on the site of the cable tram depot.
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Brixton Hill was an annexe to Telford Avenue and after many changes of use
has now reverted to that original role. I suppose in the wonderful Philistine and
accountant-led 21st century it is only a matter of time before they knock it down
and build a Sainsburys or Yuppie flats on the site*. On the other side of the
South Circular Road sits Brixton Bus Garage, which is still referred to on blinds
as Streatham, Telford Avenue. The crowds of photographers, enthusiasts and
well- wishers here were huge. Think New Cross Depot on the last night and
Fulwell Depot on the last day and you have the picture. Simon thought we were
nearly ‘there’ but it is still a good run through Streatham to the Station. The
159s actually turn in the Garage, which functions as a (very expensive to build)
go-cart track. The last stop is virtually opposite the ice rink. We very reluctantly
got off having madly considered (as probably did a few others) hiding under a
seat to get right to the very end.
What to do now? A quick pow-wow and it was decided to return to the garage
via a comfort stop for the last rites. A box on the 50 took us from the station and
after the comfort stop we turned up outside the garage to join the hundreds there
already. A short discussion with a fellow ‘anorak’ ensued as to the number of
buses yet to pass us on their way to Streatham Station. John, Simon and I
decided that we just had time for one more ride so we got on the next 159 which,
was a Dartmaster. Our colleague waited for a ‘real’ RML. The very last (for us)
journey was soon over. By now the sun had come out fully and it was a glorious,
if cold, send off for the vehicles, most of which went straight out of service to
Norwood Garage (we were told) for storage. Over the very wide road again and
we waited for a box back to BN. A 109 performed this task and we were soon
outside the garage, in a gap in the barrier, by the garage turn in stop. Liberal
Democrat supporters were nearby, as were many folk with posters condemning
Ken Livingstone. The general comments about ‘Ken’ and his policies I will not
repeat here, as we endorsed them, and slander and libel are not to be aired in
these illustrious pages, unfortunately.
Strangely, there was a contingent from the disabled transport lobby who appeared to be protesting. Why? They have won. Another example of the interests
of the minority over the majority. If I was disabled I would go by Dial-a-Ride,
wouldn’t you? One thought, if you are a guide dog, which is more friendly, a
Routemaster or a bendy-bus? No sooner had these thoughts (allegedly) passed
amongst us than the parade of the last RMs was sighted. Forgive me if I did not
write the numbers down but these will have been well documented elsewhere.
The very last one came in sight and was as expected RM 2217. What we did
next was in true London tradition. Just like that last night at New Cross, we
ignored the police and walked behind the last one up the slope into Brixton
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Garage until the police put up a cordon to stop us getting into the shed itself.
But, we had been there at the very end. I was in bed when the last tram ran. In
school when the last trolley ran (I would have been in deep . . . . from school
and family if I had bunked) but this time. . . The atmosphere was brilliant. No
rowdiness or trouble at all, just a mixture of emotions and almost disbelief at
what had happened. We decided to have a run back into town on the ‘new order’
and walking back towards Streatham boarded a brand new box on the 159 to
miss the rush outside the Garage. Riding in this new bus reinforced the fact that
finally this was it! Oh, but there are still Routemasters on the Heritage routes, I
can almost hear some say. There are still London Trams to ride on at Crich and
a tram and Trolleybuses at Carlton Colville, but these, like the 9 and 15 RMs,
are in the role of mobile museum pieces, or like animals in a zoo. I shall also
miss the last days, with their turn out in service of vehicles that we didn’t ever
expect to travel on again. I shall miss getting our Cobham vehicles ready for
specials and helping to make and fit blinds for routes that had not seen RTLs,
STLs and STs for many decades. Most of all I’ll miss seeing Routemasters in
every day service, having missed RM1 but seen RM2 when working from
Turnham Green at Walham Green in red on the 91.
*Editor’s note: The Brixton Hill depot was built in 1922-24 by the LCC, to house
trailer cars that could not be accommodated in Telford Avenue following service
increases. The Telford Avenue depot was built by the London Tramways Company as
a cable-car depot, in 1891-2, converting to electric power in 1904. An extension was
added on the Streatham side between 1911 and 1913. The two Telford Avenue depots
were rebuilt into one in time for the end of tramway operation.

RM 2217
amidst the
crowds at
Marble
Arch, attempting to
begin the
last journey Peter
Starks
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First Impressions - London’s New Tourist Routes

Phill Cruise

Monday 14th November was a bright, sunny, but cold day; a reminder that
winter was here. It was also something of a surreal day. When was the last time
that you travelled on a new Routemaster route? I had arranged to meet fellow
Cobham member John Rawlins at the Aldwych at 10.30 to sample RM5 on
route 9 after an absence of some months. Our own RML 2414 had been retired
from London United when the 94s went OPO, but had been a regular performer
on the 9 road. I made my way to Hyde Park Corner by Underground in the hope
of catching an RM to the Aldwych but due to the quick march of time had to
settle for an EVL(?) instead. I was however lucky enough to see the first RM on
its way back to Royal Albert Hall, followed by three others before meeting JR
at the stop near the Savoy in the Strand. The third member of our small group
then joined us just in time to catch the first of our day’s RMs. I stopped
collecting numbers forty years ago but according to LOTS the First London
RMs for the 9 are 1204, 1218, 1280, 1562, 1627, 1640, 1735, 1776 and 1913.
The ‘pvr’ for the route is five with something like a 15 minute headway.
Unfortunately, being London they were bunching and there were gaps in the
service!
Our RM was in ‘just out of service with Sovereign’ condition with the scratches
touched up and bus washed. Nice to have the old London United connection,
but is the operator taking this contract seriously? The crew on the other hand
were almost of the old London Transport school. Chiswick driving even on a
jerky ‘Dart-master’ and a traditional chatty and polite conductor. How refreshing compared to the usual lead footed off-handed and well brassed-off OPO
drivers. (I would be too, given their job!) Progress to the Albert Hall was made
well, in brilliant sunshine. We all agreed that this was a most unreal day.
Enthusiast number three who works for the media was enjoying a ride on what
had become of his former number thirteens and JR and myself reflected on our
bus’ connection with the route. All too soon we reached the Albert Hall and had
to get off as the bus made a first left and vanished. We then wondered where it
would reappear. The answer was half way eastwards towards Knightsbridge, so
we missed it on the way back and had to travel back by EVL(?) Why TFL,
didn’t you run the route to terminate at the old 9 short turn at Palace Gate which
is only a few yards towards Kensington so they can start again at the Albert Hall?
Back at Trafalgar Square we waited for a Stagecoach 15. What a contrast! The
15 was/is a Stagecoach route and its RMs have been repainted into traditional
LT livery with cream band and gold fleetnames and stock numbers. Nice
condition inside, deep cleaned to compliment the exterior. Numbers according
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RM 1968 at Tower Hill on 8 November. No prizes for guessing the identity of the
upper deck passenger! - Steve Fennell.

to LOTS,RM 324, 652, 871, 1941, 1968, 2050, 2060, 2071 and 2089. We saw
our bus about to turn out from Northumberland Avenue and managed to get to
the stop opposite Charing Cross station, which seems to be the first pick up
point. A nostalgic ride through the city in bright sunshine was terrific. Again the
crew were acquitting themselves well. Good driving and a friendly conductor,
just the sort of right impression to give to the tourists, were qualities once that
were the norm in London, if you are old enough to remember In fairness,
though, the passengers were of a higher standard then too! Tower Hill was
reached far too soon and we got off, crossed over and waited to get the same bus
back from the Tower to Trafalgar Square.
The journey back through the narrow city streets underlined how well the RM
fitted London. People used the bus as if it were an ordinary 15 and the loading
was good for off peak time. One particular vehicle noted on the route was RM
1968 which we had seen several times on the last day of RMs on the 38. It
looked splendid, as did its fellows. Our conductor mentioned that the route ran
from 9.30 till 18.30 seven days a week and that he did a twelve hour day. The
bus then went back to Waterden Road, presumably living outside. What a
shame, as that nice shiny paintwork will soon flatten off. Can’t you find room
at Upton Park, Stagecoach?
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Having reached Trafalgar Square, or Charing Cross, to be accurate, we went
round the roundabout at the top of Whitehall and ended up at the stop where we
started. So to be entirely accurate the route should be advertised to be from
Tower Hill to Charing Cross Station.
Next we had lunch including a trip to Baker Street on a modern OPO vehicle.
Following a pleasant lunch our media friend left to source some Euros and JR
and I took a real Routemaster ride from Oxford Street to Whitehall on a 159, so
that we had ridden on all three current Routemaster routes. John Rawlins then
started to make his way home initially via Charing Cross and I, having just
missed an RM on the 9, waited for another. Some twenty minutes or more later
this arrived and I made my way back to the Albert Hall, The bus had a
respectable load which was satisfying, but would have been more so for the
general public had it been going to Kensington High Street. Reaching the end
of the route the last few people alighted and some including me ran for an OPO
9 to complete our journeys.
So what were our collective impressions during the day of TfL’s efforts to
appease the Routemaster lobby? Stagecoach had done a great job with the
standard of vehicle presentation and choice of crews as far as we could see. First
London crews were equally good but the standard of vehicle presentation
initially let them down. All have now been repainted into 1960’s style. There
could be a higher pvr on both routes, five each being rather mean. The terminal
points at the western end of each route could have been better placed. The 15
RML 2665 has been an occasional performer on the 15, seen here at the
“near Trafalgar Square” stand - Peter Starks
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could have turned at Piccadilly
Circus and the 9 at Kensington
High Street or Palace Gate at
least. I wonder how serious TfL
is in keeping these tourist
routes going once Routemaster
mania recedes? Only time will
tell but being a realist I think I
know the answer.
First were unusually a little
late in readying their buses for
the 9s, as seen by RM 1735
soon after services began.
Now, all the 9s are up to First’s
good standards, evidenced by
RM 1776.
Both Peter Starks.
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Watford-Mostly Green

Frank Everett

A recent article in issue No. 48 by Norman Davey jogged my memory.
One of my first recollections as a small boy (apart from seeing the silver roof
and top deck of a ‘STL’ on route 107 passing some tall bushes near my home
in Nth. London) was of a ‘ST’ bluebird in Watford Market Place. The year of
my sighting was approximately 1946/47, and on route 321. After travelling on
seemingly unending “red” buses (mainly “going to town” on ‘LT’,’ST’ &
’STL’) I was pleasantly surprised, to find in this distant place called Watford
plenty and varied green buses albeit with familiar shapes and sounds to their red
counterparts – I allure to ‘ST’s, ‘T’s,’Q’s, and the ubiquitous ‘STL’s.
My father and I were fortunate enough to board a Bluebird for a short ride
between the Market Place and Watford Junction and were impressed by the
amount of space on the top deck of these buses. To me, the blue upholstery
looked particularly attractive for a London bus. If my memory serves me
correctly, the fascinating low-bridge ‘ST’s on the Windsor routes were also of
a similar high standard with well padded bench seats, a sunken gangway and
attractive fluted glass domes to the interior lights; more akin to coaches than
buses. Incidentally, once we did not catch the “On Loan” Bristol K6G working
route 353 thinking it could not possibly belong to London Transport...
We regularly visited an aunt living in Hatfield Road, (off St.Albans Rd.)
Watford and often walked between “The Junction” and her home, with me
straining for a look at the Leavesden Road (WT) garage housing single deckers:
notably various ‘T’s and ‘4/Q/4’s. I believe there was room in the front of this
garage for (Low-bridged) double deckers, but cannot verify this. However, the
side entrance, farthest away in Leavesden Rd., was the most active with green
single deckers coming and going and some routes even terminating inside the
garage.
Having 2 bus garages Watford was always an interesting provincial town for
LPTB buses- the red ‘uns on routes 142 &158 mingling with green ones in the
High Street always reminding one that London Town was not far away.
I cannot remember with great detail how we ventured between our home in
Southgate, and Watford, but it was route 107 (Enfield ‘G’), to Arkley or
Borehamwood, followed by route 306, (using a ‘STL’ from WA), no doubt.
From one of these routes I’d sometimes catch a glimpse of a St. Alban’s ‘Q’ on
rte. 355 or even one on Green-Line service 712/713 just passing thro’. The
destination blinds in those days were sometimes difficult to read particularly at
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night time with bulbs blown or with blinds torn and askew. A Green-Line could
be mistaken for a country bus and vice-versa.
On the homeward journey I was usually asleep behind the bulkhead and near
the bell housing for warmth*, after waiting for missed or cancelled buses.
Thankfully, and on rare occasions, after pounding the streets of Watford I
managed to doze-off in my uncle’s Ford 10 sports whilst “flying” down the
Watford By-Pass; Southgate bound. Nevertheless, after 5years of being confined to the nest during the war, we were undeterred, and no doubt already
thinking of spreading our wings on the next bus outing to the L.T. Country Area.
*Author’s Note: The Guys seemed the warmest in this respect- perhaps owing
to slipping clutches or was I intoxicated from the barely dry reddish brown paint
used at Fallings Park?

Wanted - Your Videos and Movies
We would like to appeal to members to provide material in any
moving format for updating the current Cobham video as shown in
the Regent cinema. If you do have any material of the
vehicles/locations listed below, Rod Lucas will be able to incorporate
it into the current video and the names of any contributors will be
included in the credits. If the finished programme is suitable for sale
it will be distributed as a DVD through the shop.
RTL 139 — at work in central London with current advertise
ments (routes 7, 7a, 73 etc)
RML3 — before transition to the new original front.
STL2377 — at work in central London (routes I 3, 14, I 9,22 etc)
RMCI46I — at work in inner or outer London
SMS369 — any material
M6
— any material
G351
— after rebuild on its trip to Stagecoach at WA summer 05
Please do your best to assist and let us know at the museum - thank
you,
Rod Lucas and John Rawlins
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London’s Buses in Miniature

Alan Purssey

News of new die-cast models is just filtering through (January) with the new
1/24 scale DMS from Gilbow and four new Routemasters from Sunstar.
There is also news of new underground stock available and pending; new
London related resin models from the M.B.C. are now being produced, more in
the next magazine.
DIE-CAST
C.M.N.L. Mercedes-Benz Citaro Rigid
Available from November, a new casting from Creative Master Northcord, the
rigid Mercedes Citaro. Based on vehicle number ES6402 registration number
LT02 NTX from First London carrying the Riverside fleet name.
Route RV1 commenced on the27th April 2002 and was the first new central
London bus service for more than a decade. Primarily aimed at the tourist, the
RV1 ran between Covent Garden and Tower Gateway via London’s South
Bank area, linking over thirty arts and tourist attractions. These Mercedes
brought back 12metre buses to the London streets and for a while were the
largest operating on Transport for London services.
Among the exquisite fine details in this superb model are the screens for
displaying the next stop. Due to the high number of visitors using this route, an
experimental next-stop passenger information system was installed which used
the latest satellite technology; the two screens are faithfully replicated in this
model.
Among the external details are the special logos in glazed panels above the
windows depicting a few attractions that the route passes, these details are
repeated on the engine cover, which can be raised revealing the engine. Other
fine details are the Mercedes spoked wheel logo on the front panel. Headlights,
and indicator lights once again are individual components. These buses are
equipped to handle passengers with disabilities and this is apparent in the logo
and switch on the centre doors together with the ramp to enable wheelchair
users access.
MERCEDES-BENZ CITARO ATICULATED (Stagecoach)
This is one for David our Editor as this is an impressive model, just for the sheer
length. Released in December by Creative Master Northcord the follow-on
model from the rigid version. This articulated version is operated by Stagecoach
in central London.
Number 23059 is one of 77 types operated by Stagecoach in London. Number
23059 was new in 2004 and is based at Stagecoach’s newest garage, which is
located in Waterden Road, Stratford. It operates exclusively on busy route 25
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that provides a 24-hour service between Ilford and Oxford Circus. At peak
times buses run every five minutes requiring a total of forty-two buses
Like the rigid version this has excellent legible lettering and fine detailing, the
Stagecoach logo is displayed in a large format only on the offside, on the
nearside it is displayed above the windows in a smaller format as the near sides
display (buy tickets before boarding)

METRO MODELS. Underground Stock
1926-27 Standard tube stock.
Metro models next release is a ready-to-run, finished, boxed model of this
classic London underground stock. They are currently working on 3 different
car types: driving motor car A and D and control trailer. The model will feature
an etched brass body, roof and chassis with injection moulded plastic bogies
fitted with Romford fine scale wheels. The full detail of the unique clerestory
will also be captured in etched brass. Cars will be available individually or as
complete ready to run hand-finished model. Ideal for those collectors who feel
they do not have the necessary skills to build their own. There will be more
news on this in the next magazine.
MOTORISED TRAMS
They are now stocking the discontinued range of Feltham trams by Corgi. These
will be sold fully motorised and ready to run on OO or HO scale track
Five liveries are available.
London Transport route 21 Holborn
London Metropolitan tramways
London United
Sunderland Corporation
Leeds City
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NEW STATION SIGNS.
Mounted station roundel signs, freestanding, double sided, suitable for use on
open underground platforms. They are hand assembled and painted from etched
brass £2.99 a pair. Metro models
Digswell Rise Welwyn Garden City
Hertfordshire AL8 7P.
Tel.07814772
RADLEY MODELS new tube stock
Phil Radley announced from January the new sleek looking Streamline tube
stock circa 1935 The most important change that was incorporated into four
experimental trains ordered from Metro Camel in 1935 was the relocation of
motor control equipment. Previously housed behind the driver’s cab, as in the
1926 stock, this was now positioned under the floor, creating valuable additional space for passenger seating. Three new experimental trains delivered in
1936 were built with a fully streamlined cab with a flared skirt and rounded cab
appearance. The driver’s position was in the centre. Operating trials on the
Piccadilly line in 1937 to 1940 showed that the streamlining had little advantage
at the low speeds reached by tube trains and it was the flat fronted design that
was adopted as standard.
FLAT NOSE STOCK.1935
Similar to the 1938 stock in look but had a difference with the front lights being
square and had only three windows behind the driver’s cab to the first double
doors as opposed to four on the 1938 stock. They worked the Onger- Epping
route painted silver in 1958 with the addition of a Piccadilly trailer inserted
between the driver’s cars.
ACTON SHUTTLE
Two vehicles were modified to cover The Acton shuttle. They were converted
to a double-ended Q stock no. 4167and 4176 and ran from Acton town to South
Acton. The vehicles were operated from 1932 until 1959 it was known as the
tea train as the line was so short they could do the return trip while the kettle
was boiling. (That sounds like my cup of tea.) Information thanks to Phil Radley
All these and more are available from Radley Models.
Phone 014254
77—fax 014254 132 mbl 07956
140 for details and
prices
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5Q5 FROM THE L.B.C.1936
A white metal model of the 5Q5 has been on the market for about five years
from RTC models, and transfers for this model are available from the M.B.C.
range. However this new model from the L.B.C. is in resin with a lot of fine
scale detailing.
These revolutionary buses with their engines mounted on the offside, were
designed for central area use with the entrance placed foreword of the front axle
utilised the maximum area to accommodate seating for 37 passengers. With
bodies built by Park Royal, 80 buses of this style were ordered, with 53
delivered in red.
27 were delivered to the country bus department to release a like number of
4Q4s which were modified for greenline service.
When first entering service the central area version appeared briefly with a
black roof similar to the Leyland cubs of the time, together with white window
surrounds. The RF which was to replace these Qs was no doubt influenced by
this design with many similarities appearing in the interior layout. .
The colour illustration on the box lid clearly shows the very fine engine detail
on the offside behind the front wheels and depicts a bus in its last all over red
livery. Graham Orchard who made the master for the L.B.C very finely replicates the grill detail. Like other models in the range the model is devoid of grab
handles, it is difficult to replicate these delicate items in resin and is left to the
modeller to provide his own.
This is another superb model with very few parts to assemble.
Kit price £30.00 plus £1.50 pp.
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Brian Latham is looking after the orders while Tony is in Australia. Orders can
still be sent to his old address
Queenswood avenue, Hutton, Brentwood,
Essex CM13 1NU.
GILBOW 1/24TH SCALE DMS
This is a one piece casting, changes having been made from the Hong Kong
version to represent the model as it appeared in London.
With extra features added like the sprung suspension, and moving roller blinds
capable of displaying five routes. Access to the winding mechanism is via the
opening front and side bi-folding doors and the rear upper window. Frank
announced in his first mailing that the first model will be available about now
and will be featuring DMS 580 from Finchley garage on routes 296, 211, north
section, south section 211,125, and Private Hire. A new unique feature to please
London collectors is that on a rolling basis, they will be releasing controlled
quantities, each featuring a new garage vehicle number and five routes associated with that garage. This will improve the chances of of obtaining a DMS
displaying your favourite routes. If you have a favourite route then let Frank
know the garage and vehicle number that are of special interest to you.
A plastic display case is to follow; more details are to be announced at a later
date. These super models come at a price. At £155.00 it remains to be seen if
the extra features and higher price make this choice of London bus as popular
as the Routemaster
If you have a preference for a route or garage contact Frank by writing to E.F.E.
at
Woodall Road. Enfield .EN3 4LG.
SUNSTAR ROUTEMASTER 1/24 scale New releases for 2006
News of four new Routemaster models from Gareth Jones’s website.
(Dates are anticipated)
H2908 red Routemaster RM870 Registration WLT 870. Route 207 Uxbridge
(April)
H2909 RM1933 Registration ALD 933B, 50th anniversary of LT with silver
roof and white window surrounds Route 24 Hampstead Heath (June) I think the
best livery the Routemaster appeared in.
H2910 open top Routemaster RM 94 registrationVLT 94 original LT tour
(September)
H2911 Gold Routemaster 50th anniversary of LT RM1983 reg. ALD 983B
route 190 Thornton Heath Garage (December)
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DVD and Book Reviews

Phill Cruise

ROUTEMASTER MEMORIES, J&K Video - £17.95
This DVD sees Routemaster operations in London since 1974. It starts, however, with the Routemaster 50 gathering in Finsbury Park. A chance here to spot
yourself or spot your bus!
The very informative commentary has been produced with input from script
advisor Ken Blacker and photography by John Laker. A range of locations is
featured, as well as many classes of LT and LC vehicles that were operating
during the time span of the filming. The Shoplinker service, British Airways at
West London Air Terminal, Aldenham Works, Chiswick Works open day and
the skidpan are all featured. Footage from the 1980s shows RMs that have been
sold on for further service, many of them north of the border. The last section
of the programme deals with operation by London Buses Ltd and its subsidiaries as well as post privatisation. The DVD lasts for 102 minutes and is one that
can be highly recommended for inclusion in the archives.

ROUTEMASTER FAREWELL, ONLINE VIDEO-DVD
Produced in the familiar Online style with a commentary from Martin Jenkins
and produced by Wilf Watters, you expect something really good, and one is
not disappointed. I have to admit that seeing RML2414 in gold livery during
the first few minutes may have coloured my judgment a little! The notes on the
box state that most routes and key locations are seen and this is no idle boast.
The natural sound is featured when John is not talking and to my mind this is
the best approach. None of that awful video special music here. Among the
many highlights, I must mention the film of RM and other types covering the
Red Arrow services during the combusting bendy bus saga. The final days of
routes 8,9,19,38,73 and 390 feature along with all the extra vehicles. The
Heritage routes are shown and the climax of the DVD is the last two days of the
159. I bet you can spot yourself in that section of the action. If you are swamped
by the number of Routemaster DVDs now available you must not miss this one
as it is one of the best.
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ROUTEMASTERS IN LONDON 2005. The Final Year Part 1
DVD produced by Independent Transport Videos at £19.95
This, one of three, videos lasts for 96 minutes and initially features route 36 in
January 2005, filming being along the whole of the route from New Cross Gate
to Queens Park. At the Oval we are treated to some shots of 159s. The second
part of the programme traces the last Routemasters operated by London General
on the 14 and 22 routes. Included in this section are views of 38s and 13s. The
picture quality is very good and includes some still photography at the beginning to set the scene. The sound is natural without a commentary, but a very an
annoying form of background music unfortunately accompanies the stills and
titles. This apart I enjoyed the DVD, and you probably will too.

ROUTEMASTERS IN LONDON 2005 The Final Year Part Two.
(details as part one)
This one starts with the stills accompanied by the inane music but fortunately
gets in its stride with footage of 13s at Golders Green, including an RML. The
picture quality is again very good and you can enjoy some armchair bus
spotting, should the mood take you. A ride to Swiss Cottage is taken on RM329
and in Oxford Street 159s and 38s are seen. This heralds the second part of the
programme, which records faithfully the last day of the crew 38. This was
probably one of the most high profile ‘last days’ and all the specials and
atmosphere of the day are captured. Again there is no commentary at all but this
does not reduce the enjoyment factor. I experienced a few problems with the
end of both DVDs but this may have been due to my machine.
ROUTEMASTER - The Story of a Design Icon. Told by Colin Curtis.
Yesterday’s Britain No.36. Running Time 60 minutes. £14.95
With the help of archive film from the LT Museum, John Laker and that
transport photographer supreme, Fred Ivey, Colin Curtis -Mr Routemaster
himself - tells the story of this aluminium legend. Highlights of the programme
include testing at Chobham, the Commercial Motor Show in l954,the Chiswick
skid patch and RM 50 at Finsbury Park. There is footage of RM family vehicles
operating in service conditions and the ‘Nine Road’, a film familiar to most of
us I would guess. This DVD was produced in association with the Routemaster
Association too. Mostly colour, with earlier shots in black and white, the picture
quality is first class and with a commentary by Colin Curtis this DVD will be a
‘must’ for all Routemaster fans.
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LONDON TRANSPORT IN THE 1960s. Michael H C Baker.
Published by Ian Allan at £15.99.
The latest in a short series of books from Ian Allan and written by Michael
Baker, this volume about the 1960s follows the formula set by its predecessors.
You either like the style or not as the case may be, a mix of facts, comment and
personal experience of the whole of LT’s operations over a decade. In this case
it is a decade that witnessed many changes in London’s Transport policy and
infrastructure. Some of the topics covered include the end of Trolleybuses and
the subsequent rise of the Routemaster, changes and celebrations on the Met’,
the Victoria Line and the ‘one man revolution’ on the buses. The illustrations in
this book with very few exceptions stick to the period in review and the text,
apart from a few minor errors, seems accurate. Overall, a good injection of
nostalgia for those of us who were lucky enough to remember the 1960s
personally. One moan, however, relating to the illustrations that I must make on
behalf of other readers is the use of Ian Allan ‘stock’ shots that have appeared
many times before. There are thousands of photographs out there that have
never had a wide audience so why repeat others ad-infinitum. This apart, look
out for this book, as you may like it.

ITEMS FOR THE MAGAZINE
Contributions in the way of photographs or articles are
always welcome. Please send them to:
David Jones
Epping Close, Romford, Essex RM7 8BH
or e-mail to dsj672@
.com
Text in Word, or any *.doc format or typed, pictures in jpeg,
slide or print. Slides or photos will be returned.

Provisional Copy dates:
Friday 12 may for 3 June post out
Friday 11 August for 2 September post out
Friday 10 November for 2 December post out
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Beyond the Gates

John Hinson

I apologise for the absence of this column last time, I wrote the article hastily
before a holiday but it looks as if I never sent it off. Whoops! Must try harder .
..
The well-travelled GS50 (the one with a replacement Ford chassis) has found a
new owner, and has returned nearer home. It has been sold from its
“preservation” in Yorkshire and is now with Mark Atmore in London, for use
as a mobile home.
RM1962 is preserved with Mike Ross in Gerrards Cross (who also has RF525)
and has recently undergone repaint at Ensigns.
DMS2333 has been purchased by G Conn & M Gurr, Glasgow, and will be
restored to LT livery. It is kept with the Glasgow Vintage Vehicle Trust
collection. Also in Glasgow, DMS2185 is now preserved by C Billette, this is
to be restored to Graham’s of Paisley colours.
Saunders RT1396 has joined RML2666 with Mike Tamkin in Leighton Buzzard whilst his RT1206 has moved on again (three times) and is now with the
RT1206 Group in Much Hadham.. It reached them via Ensign who received it
in part exchange for RML882 which is now with Mike Fuller in Rushden. Mike
still has RT3865 and RTL43 under restoration.
Overseas, sister vehicle RML881 has joined the Gray Line fleet in Canada, and
more are expected in a programme to replace their Bristol VRs. Also in Canada,
RML 2664 is in Halifax, Novia Scotia operating for Ambassatours.
RML2622 and RML2707 have been exported to Bangyeehan, Thailand (of all
places!) for preservation.
In North America, former London buses are rarely scrapped and many survive
despite being in appalling condition after many years of neglect. So it came as
a surprise to hear that RTL1176 had been abruptly sold for scrap in Ketchikan,
Alaska, just because the gears were slipping. I’m pleased to report that some
lively exchanges of emails led to the vehicle being purchased from the scrapyard by Chris Wilhelm for preservation in Alaska.
Ebay is becoming an ever more popular place for buses to be advertised for sale,
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although how many of them clinch a deal is hard to say. One interesting
example appeared there in July - a green RT with upper deck removed in
Downham Market. It is RT4782, last reported as converted to a glider tow
winch, in 1989. It would appear that the seller had started converting the bus (or
what remains of it!) to a caravan. It still wears its original registration OLD 569,
but I understand that this no longer belongs with the vehicle.
Another “half” RT has been discovered in East London, looking very poorly but
saved at the last minute from a yard due for clearance. This was once RT2557,
often seen in Kent as a courtesy bus for a caravan site. Since then, it was used
in a film, losing its upper deck. I understand that it may be converted to a towing
lorry, we shall see.
Yet another “half” double-decker, RTL960, has been purchased by Brian
Watkinson in France. Brian made his career with London Transport before
retiring to France so it is in good hands. As yet, there are no plans to reinstate a
top deck but it does drive.
Back to buses with upper decks firmly in place, one vehicle that definitely did
sell through Ebay was RTL988, to a new owner in the Czech Republic. Sadly,
the vehicle developed serious mechanical problems whilst being driven across
Europe, entailing an expensive tow to its new home. I don’t normally publish
web addresses here, but if you would like to see the full story there is an
illustrated web page about it at http://www.svetobrazu.cz/rtl/rtl.htm .
Another vehicle sold on Ebay with a sad tale of woe is RT4511, in the USA in
LT Lincoln Green colours. The new owner has attempted to drive it from East
to West coasts of America, but it broke down in Broadway, California and he is
now seeking a new engine and clutch. The word “clutch” is worrying - how
much do people who buy off Ebay know about what they are buying? Another
worrying factor is that he has reportedly been having trouble getting permission
to drive a 14' 3" bus through certain states. Let’s hope there are no 14' 3" bridges
to pass under!
Another off Ebay, RT1849, is now with Lonnie Haas in a place called Bend,
Oregon, USA.
In the US Virgin Islands, an RT and an RM have been discovered. RT2897 is
at Percy's Bus Stop, Charlotte Amalie, St Thomas as a non-operational pub, bar
and restaurant. RM47 is nearby, not active at present but there are proposals to
have it running in due course.
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There’s news of a bus in Holland just screaming for a home. RX1 (8071 ML),
the experimental AEC Renown that operated in the Country Area, has suffered
some minor fire damage in an arson attack in Hilversum. The bus is still green
and displays blinds for Erith. The damage looks relatively minor, but the bus
has been put up for sale by its owner Mr. Sjoerds. He can be contacted on
00-31-3544.
That’s all for now, but I’m all ears for any reports you may have.
As always, contributions to this column are welcomed at:
The Shambles,
Graham Road, Wealdstone, Middx. HA3 5RE
Email: john@
co.uk
Below: First and last together on a “real route”. RM 1 and RML 2760 meet
at Lambeth North on 8 December last - Paul Morris.
Right - upper and lower: RM 2217 arrives at Telford Avenue for the last time
in service on 9 December. - Dave Jones
Back Cover: John Stiles was in the right place at the right time on 8 December
to capture ST 922, RT 624 and RM6 in Whitehall.
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